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To transform the global economic system to prevent dangerous climate change and value our natural resources by putting relevant information at the heart of business, investment and policy decisions.

How we create change

Global environmental disclosure platform

You can't manage what you don't measure.
70% increase since the Paris Agreement was adopted

Cities
States and regions


348 73 27 207 86 103 33

Cities that disclose through CDP take more action

Percentage of cities taking action by number of years reporting to CDP

City-wide Emissions Reduction
Target
Emissions Reduction Actions
Climate Hazards Adaptation Actions
Private Sector Projects
Opportunities from Climate Change

Cities that have disclosed to CDP for 3 years or more, report significantly higher levels of emissions measurement and management data, risk recognition and adaptation actions and opportunities.

CDP Cities in 2016...

31 cities in Asia and Oceania have a city-wide emissions reduction target

87% of cities view climate change as a risk to their city

72% of Asia and Oceania cities foresee risks to their water supply
MITIGATION
- Inventories
- Emissions reduction targets
- Mitigation actions
  - Renewable energy

ADAPTATION
- Climate hazards
- Adaptation actions
  - Water risks and actions

COMPANY INSIGHTS
- Company emissions
- Company actions
  - Economic opportunities

Thank you!
Questions?
hanah.paik@cdp.net
cities@cdp.net